
The Gaume, 
Mildness and enchantment Our highlights

Orval, the Golden Valley
Its History, legends, Trappist brewery, cheese, beer museum, strolls, 
Cistercian abbey and its very beautiful and evocative ruins. Accessible for 
visit, make this place being prestigious site not to be missed.
www.orval.be

You feel like being in the heart of the Provence…in Belgium ! One of the 
most beautiful village of Wallonia which privileged microclimate makes 
the culture of vineyards possible. While strolling along its sloping streets, 
you’ll discover a 
listed patrimony, 3 vineyards, and wonderful landscapes.
www.torgny.be

Torgny, the little Belgian Provence

Paddling down the Semois in a kayak or canoe, wonderful strolls in the 
heart of the forest with extraordinary viewpoints, a visit of the fort area 
to the discovery of the former castle: the little town of Chiny, city of  the 
Tales Festival, has a lot to offer to you.
www.chiny-tourisme.be

Chiny, The Semois

Montauban, ruins and  modern art
A high place of the archaeology in Gaume in the heart of the forest 
where History remnant, patrimony and modern art come together, turns 
this place out to be a unique and magic site, regardless its exceptional 
wildlife.                  
www.etalle.be  -  www.caclb.be

Our Musts

One of the most beautiful villages of Wallonia, nested at the foot of the 
Sinemurian cuesta along the Semois. It’s a real paradise for the painters.
The village is also very famous for its International Street Art Festival 
which takes place every summer in August.
www.chassepierre.be

Chassepierre, village and festival

In the centre of Florenville, Paysalia or the « Centre d’interprétation du
Paysage » (Landscape Discovery Center), offers an opportunity to learn 
more about its amazing countryside and the main keys to understand its 
structure.
Four richly illustrated spaces will invite you to discover the charming 
landscapes of the Lorraine gaumaise.
www.florenville.org

Florenville, Paysalia

The natural Park of Gaume invites you to discover its philosophy of action 
via several entertaining spaces: a permaculture kitchen garden, a garden 
of conviviality and care as well as an original Eco-design reception area 
where is held a permanent exhibition presenting natural Park’s missions. 
With your smartphone go also to the discovery of remarkable trees of 
the castle’s park via the application izi. TRAVEL. 
www.parc-naturel-gaume.be

Rossignol, the natural Park House  



In Jamoigne, you’ll be charmed by the wonderful castle of Faing
For the epicureans, a chocolate manufacture has recently been 
established by the chocolate maker Deremiens.
From the cacao bean to the chocolate, along with the macaroons…
www.si-jamoigne.be

Jamoigne, castles & chocolates

Right in the heart of the city, this splendid complex has a competition pool 
of 25 meters, a fun pool with river swirl, a whirlpool, a training pool and a 
knee-high wading pool. A lawn and a terrace with deckchairs brighten up 
the outdoor solarium. 
Various collective courses for all ages are also proposed.
This swimming complex is yet to be considered as one of the best of the 
Province of Luxembourg. www.piscinevirton.be

Virton, The swimming pool

Situated in the remnants of a 17th century monastery, a very interesting 
museum shows the different views of the Gaume, past and present, its 
archaeology, art and ethnography, local furnishing, traditions and legends. 
It has also other decentralised spots which are part of the Museum.
www.museesgaumais.be

Virton, Gaume Museen

The Museums of Latour (Museum Baillet Latour and the Museum of the 
Wars in
Gaume) are organized around two significant themes for the region, the 
story of the Baillet-Latour family and also of the terrible “Battle of the 
Frontiers” of the Great War.
The church of Latour, entirely renovated, offers 3 different spaces: a 
cultural space, an extension of the Museum Baillet-Latour and a space 
dedicated to worship. www.musees-latour.be

Virton, Museums of Latour

An excellent leisure place for the sunny summer days. A high quality 
springwater supplies this lake. The whole family will have lot of water 
pleasures (in july and au-gust, lifeguard watch), playground, skate park, 
paintball and walks.
www.sisaintleger.be

Saint-Léger, The lake of Conchibois

Don’t fail to stop for a while in this quiet village of Gaume and discover 
the funny story of this very special tree, witness of the establishment of 
the village. An elm with a thatched roof which is said to be linden tree 
according to the tradition … 
www.meix-devant-virton.be

« Le tilleul de Gérouville » 

Natural and unusual attraction, this marsh is a unique site in the region 
of the Gaume
A pedestrian path between Belgium & France, offers the possibility to 
wonder  to its exceptional wildlife. Thanks to a duckboard you will have 
access to the wet environ-ments.
www.soleildegaume.be

Musson, The Marsh of the Cussignière

The « Gros Cron » or « La Crânière» is a natural attraction, a steep rock 
situated in the surrounding of the village of Lahage, in the valley of the 
Chevratte. The « cron » is a rocky mass composed of several layers of tuff 
made up through thousands of years thanks to the petrifying quality 
of the spring. It is a wonderful stroll destination of the municipality of 
Tintigny.
www.lorraine-gaumaise.com

Lahage, « Le Gros Cron »

And More...



Path of enchantment and green poetry, running along the 7 ponds with 
clean and pure water in the valley of Zigomars in Rabais. Several artists 
have been inspired by the place to create work presented on this stroll 
of 1,5km. Folder available
www.soleildegaume.be

The path of dreams 

The “trou des Fées of Croix-Rouge” is the highpoint of this original stroll 
of 1,5 km. This hollow rock is source of many legends of the Gaume.
Reawake your childish mind and look out for the fairies, take up their 
challenges and find out their secrets!
www.soleildegaume.be

The Enchanted Forest of the « Trou des Fées » 

Trails and strolls

With your trailing boots or on your bike, go ahead to discover our 
wonderful heritage and our charming landscapes. This cross border 
itinerary of 232 km long is made of 20 stopping places and links all the 
top tourist spots of the region. Folders available.
www.randos.lorraine-gaumaise.com

Heritage & Landscape route

The Roman Road from Reims to Trèves crosses the «Belgian 
Lorraine» over approx-imately 40 km. To highlight this side 
of the regional patrimony, 16 cycle and e-bike routes on the 
steps of the Gallo-Romans have been drawn for everyone.   
www.soleildegaume.be

Gallor, in the steps of the Gallo-Romans 

A cross border trail of 140 km through the « Lorraine Gaumaise ». This 
round walk goes through Torgny, Montmédy and Marville before it 
crosses again the borderline in the surrounding of Orval and gets back 
to the capital of Gaume, Virton through Florenville and the valley of the 
Semois. 
www.europaventure.be  -  www.soleildegaume.be

The “TransGaumaise”

This path of 9 km connects Florenville to Jamoigne, the artist’s residence 
village.
Jean-Claude Servais is also illustrator and scriptwriter of comics. This 
stroll is an op-portunity to admire, through his illustration, the world of 
the birds who are nesting in the region while strolling along cute country 
paths. 
www.florenville.org

The path of Jean-Claude Servais 

« Sur les traces de 14-18 » is a permanent signposted path along the main
Places of memory of the Great War in Rossignol. The round walk starts 
from the church and is equipped with 22 explanatory panels relating the 
History of the Great War in Rossignol.
www.si-tintigny.be

Path of 14-18 in Rossignol 

Honey in Saint-Léger, is almost a religion! Thanks to this funny path of 
approximately
ten kilometres long, showing 13 didactic panels, you’ll learn more about 
the bees.
You will also see the beekeeping-school apiary, the honey house and a 
shared garden. www.sisaintleger.be

Saint-Léger, The path of the Honey



Masterpiece of Gothic art situated in the charming small village of Avioth. 
The build-ing is amazing because of its exceptional size. It withstood the 
passage of the centu-ries since its construction about 1250. In front of 
the sumptuous basilica, the «Recevresse» a unique architectural wonder 
to be discovered.
www.avioth.fr

Avioth, a Basilica amid of the fields

When arriving in Montmédy, under the sky of Meuse, the vision of the 
impressive citadel perched on a hill brings you immediately back into 
former times. Once you have crossed the two drawbridges, go further to 
discover the site through its “circuit of ramparts” and its museums.
www.tourisme-montmedy.fr

Montmédy, la Citadelle

Discover the amazing Renaissance city of Marville, the lifestyle of the 
middle-class people during the 15th century and its rich heritage through 
its alleys and houses. Dominating the village, the graveyard “Saint-Hilaire” 
is a place of a rare beauty that shouldn’t be missed.
www.tourisme-montmedy.fr

Marville, a Renaissance city

In France

Raised upon three rock peaks overhanging the Semois, this castle is one 
of the oldest feudal remains of Belgium. But further than its historic 
heritage, fed by the legendary Godefroid de Bouillon, Bouillon will offer 
you much more than a jump into the past!
www.bouillon-initiative.be

The Fortified Castle of Bouillon

Original new memorial centre dedicated to the Second World War right 
in the heart of the city of Bastogne. Through the lens of the Battle of the 
Bulge, it immerses the visitor into a unique interactive experience. You 
will find yourself in a state of total historical immersion!
www.bastognewarmuseum.be

Bastogne War Museum

In the heart of this city of the French Ardennes, discover an impressive 
medieval fortress, a heritage with character.
Experience the life in the Middle Ages for a couple of hours, pacing up 
and down the ramparts on the tracks of the Princes of the Marck and the 
Tower of Auvergne. 
www.chateau-fort-sedan.fr

The Fortified Castle of Sedan

Dive into the everyday life of the astronauts in Transinne! This discovery 
and leisure centre of on the theme of space and its conquest is unique 
in Europe. Space show, dynamic cinema 5D, planetarium and many other 
activities are on the program. 
www.eurospacecenter.be

Euro Space Center

Discover a city full of charm, mixture remains of past and modern 
architecture. Have a timeless stroll in the district of «Grund», with 
some building listed UNESCO world heritage site surrounded by walls, 
a shopping spree, the visit of a museum, there is something to do for 
everyone’s taste.
www.visitluxembourg.com

Luxembourg – City

Less than one hour away from here 

Maison du Tourisme de Gaume  • www.soleildegaume.be
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